Overview

• We have two sessions of 1.5 hours with 1.5 hour lunch.
• I’m going to do the following:
  – Web Service overview: <30 minutes
  – WSDL 1.1 overview: 45 minutes+
  – SOAP 1.2 overview: 45 minutes+
    • SOAP formats
    • Data encoding
    • Message routing
• Shrideep will then do 1 hour on advanced capabilities
  – Addressing
  – Eventing
  – Reliability
• I have an application-centric point of view while Shrideep approaches this from a distributed messaging background.
• Much more material is available
  – http://www.servogrid.org/slide/iSERVO/GGF15/GGF15WebServices/
  – http://www.naradabrokering.org/presentations/ggf-boston/